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Introduction {#bjs550289-sec-0005}
============

The detection and treatment of cancers at earlier stages will improve overall patient survival[1](#bjs550289-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [2](#bjs550289-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [3](#bjs550289-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}. Optimal treatment at an early stage may contribute to faster recovery and better health‐related quality of life.

Current cancer diagnostic modalities are generally invasive, requiring histopathological analysis of biopsied tissue. This can result in complications[4](#bjs550289-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, requires significant sample processing[5](#bjs550289-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, is time consuming[6](#bjs550289-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} and is subject to interoperator variability in interpretation[7](#bjs550289-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [8](#bjs550289-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}.

An alternative is blood analysis for cancer detection. This 'liquid biopsy' has been reported widely as a means of achieving early diagnosis[9](#bjs550289-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#bjs550289-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}. The technique usually focuses on the detection of a single element such as circulating tumour DNA, microRNA, or the presence of circulating tumour cells within the sample[11](#bjs550289-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, rather than the phenotypic response of the body as a whole. It is expensive (estimated \$1750 (€1610, exchange rate 8 April 2020) per patient) and requires skill acquisition and specialized equipment[12](#bjs550289-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}. Other techniques are also evolving, including spectroscopy liquid biopsy. Rather than focusing on detection of a single element reflecting the presence of cancer, vibrational spectroscopy (VS) evaluates the entire host phenotypic response, thereby detecting the presence of cancer cells and metabolites (including tDNA/RNA, base pairs and cancer proteins), along with tissue changes (including protein/lipids) and the host immune response. It therefore encompasses a multimarker approach to cancer diagnostics. Proof‐of‐concept studies[13](#bjs550289-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#bjs550289-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [15](#bjs550289-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#bjs550289-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#bjs550289-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#bjs550289-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} have demonstrated that it is minimally invasive, valid, reproducible, easily learned and accurate for cancer diagnosis.

Spectroscopy can be defined as the 'study of the interaction between electromagnetic waves and matter'[19](#bjs550289-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}. This interaction can be used to determine the unique molecular composition or 'chemical fingerprint'[20](#bjs550289-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} of the sample under analysis. VS typically refers to the techniques of infrared (IR) and Raman spectroscopy. Both techniques can be used on tiny volumes of blood[13](#bjs550289-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#bjs550289-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, require little sample preparation, and are simple to perform[20](#bjs550289-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}. VS provides a unique 'biological fingerprint' of the entire sample under analysis, and detectable variations within that fingerprint can be used to diagnose different disease pathologies[15](#bjs550289-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#bjs550289-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}. It can be employed as a label‐free, non‐destructive and non‐invasive approach to specimen analysis, including the analysis of fluids and tissues, allowing identification of specific 'spectral biomarkers'[16](#bjs550289-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} of disease, including cancers[17](#bjs550289-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#bjs550289-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}.

Despite growth in the literature and increased public awareness, no systematic review has been done. This systematic review was undertaken to evaluate the use of VS in the analysis of human blood for cancer diagnosis, paying specific attention to confidence in and effectiveness of the technique, along with an assessment of the evidence for its use in clinical practice.

Methods {#bjs550289-sec-0006}
=======

This review was performed in accordance with the standards described by the PRISMA statement[21](#bjs550289-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}. The review was registered with the International Prospective Register of Systematic Reviews (PROSPERO) (registration number CRD42018115187), where the protocol and search strategy are available[22](#bjs550289-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#bjs550289-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}.

Search strategy {#bjs550289-sec-0007}
---------------

An online electronic database search was undertaken using the platforms of MEDLINE, Embase, PubMed, TRIP (Turning Research Into Practice) and Cochrane Library. The date of last search was 2 October 2018. Any publication to this date was considered for inclusion. The search strategy outlined below was employed in the MEDLINE online electronic database, and adapted for use with other databases as needed for their search system. Databases were searched from inception. Search terms were identified by: reviewing Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) for relevant and appropriate terms; and extracting key terminology/keywords from reviews and a sample of potentially relevant primary data studies. A test set of potentially relevant studies was used to ensure the search terms retrieved 100 per cent of the test set. A summary of the search strategy is shown in *Table*  [1](#bjs550289-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}. The results of the literature search were downloaded into EndNote™ X8 software (Clarivate Analytics, London, UK). Exact article duplicates were removed using the appropriate tool in Endnote™ X8 software.

###### 

Search methods

  **Method**                                        **Detail**
  ------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Electronic database search                        MEDLINE
                                                    Embase
                                                    PubMed
                                                    TRIP (Turning Research Into Practice)
                                                    Cochrane Library
                                                    Web of Science
  Other methods for identifying relevant research   Augmentation by review of reference list or bibliography of identified studies
  Journals hand‐searched                            Not carried out for any specific journal

Eligibility criteria {#bjs550289-sec-0008}
--------------------

A summary of eligibility criteria for this review, following the PICOS framework (Population, Intervention, Comparison, Outcome (PICO) process with added qualitative search terms), is detailed in *Table*  [2](#bjs550289-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}. Exclusion criteria are shown in *Table*  [3](#bjs550289-tbl-0003){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Criteria for inclusion of studies in the systematic review

  **Item**                                                 **Criteria**
  -------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Population, or participants and conditions of interest   Human population with histopathologically confirmed cancer diagnosis
  Intervention/exposure/investigation                      Application of vibrational spectroscopy to the analysis of human blood with the specific aim of cancer diagnosis
  Comparisons/control groups                               Non‐cancer population as control group
  Outcomes of interest                                     Descriptors of diagnostic potential (sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, positive predictive value, negative predictive value, κ values, receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve)
  Setting                                                  Laboratory analysis of human blood with vibrational spectroscopy
  Study design                                             Any study design fitting the above criteria

###### 

Criteria for exclusion of studies from the systematic review

  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Study with fewer than 75 participants in either arm (cancer and control)[**\***](#bjs550289-note-0002){ref-type="fn"}
  Not an original paper examining the use of VS in the analysis of human blood for cancer detection/diagnosis (review article, opinion or commentary)
  Method other than VS used as primary method of analysis
  Non‐human study
  Analysis primarily of non‐blood‐based analyte (tissue, cell)
  English language restriction will apply
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Existing literature[24](#bjs550289-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"} identifies that, for an effective model to be constructed for classification and diagnosis, a data set of 75 participants or more is required, justifying the lower limit for participant inclusion in the present systematic review. VS, vibrational spectroscopy.

Only studies with both a cancer and control population group, each containing more than 75 participants, were included, based on a literature review[24](#bjs550289-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"} indicating that to generate a diagnostic model for sample classification more than this number of participants should be recruited to each group. Studies of non‐blood, non‐human, animals or pooled cells and with no controls were excluded, as were review articles, opinion papers and commentaries. Studies for identification of existing tumour markers were excluded. A review of grey literature/unpublished work was not conducted.

Studies of humans with *ex vivo* vibrational spectral analysis of blood and components (serum/plasma) for the detection of cancer were included. There were no demographic restrictions. Blood samples must have undergone laboratory analysis by VS for inclusion. No discrimination was made for subtypes of VS or for the constituent of blood analysed.

Publications had to report an indicator of the diagnostic capability of VS (sensitivity, specificity, area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve (AUC), accuracy). Current standard diagnostic testing for the cancer under investigation (histopathology) must have been used as the reference standard. Only peer‐reviewed articles were considered. An English‐language restriction was applied. No date range restrictions were used.

Data processing and interpretation {#bjs550289-sec-0009}
----------------------------------

Many of the studies used chemometric or multivariable analysis techniques, the details of which are beyond the scope of this review, which simply states the techniques used in each study. For those interested, the authors would direct readers to the review by Biancolillo and Marini[25](#bjs550289-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} *,* which summarizes the main techniques used in the included studies.

Screening for eligibility/inclusion {#bjs550289-sec-0010}
-----------------------------------

Articles identified from the literature search were reviewed independently at the title and abstract level by two members of the review team. Disagreements were resolved by discussion, and arbitration with a third independent reviewer if required. A copy of articles meeting the inclusion criteria based on the title and abstract review was obtained for full‐text review, unless the article was not available after an attempt had been made to obtain it. Copies of articles that were assessed indeterminately for relevance on title and abstract review were also obtained to determine eligibility based on full‐text review. Studies were no longer considered once the title and abstract review clearly indicated that they did not fit the inclusion criteria. Full‐text review was performed independently by two members of the review team. Valid studies were assessed for quality before any retrieval of data was performed.

Quality assessment of eligible studies {#bjs550289-sec-0011}
--------------------------------------

Two reviewers independently assessed each eligible study. All eligible studies were assessed using the QUADAS (Quality Assessment of Diagnostic Accuracy Studies) tool (University of Bristol)[26](#bjs550289-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}. Any areas of conflict between the two reviewers were resolved with arbitration with a third reviewer if required.

Outcomes and data extraction {#bjs550289-sec-0012}
----------------------------

Included outcomes related to ability of VS to diagnose cancer by analysis of human blood including: true and false rates of positivity and negativity, sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, positive and negative predictive values, and AUC values.

Data were extracted from each article and stored in Excel® (Microsoft, Redmond, Washington, USA) format. Data extraction was cross‐checked independently. Where multiple spectral techniques or data analysis techniques were evaluated within a study, data are described based on the most effective technique used. Where data were presented for both a training set and test/cross‐validation set, data from the test set are presented as these reflect most closely the performance of the test in clinical practice. An initial intention to report a meta‐analysis of the data from the included studies was not undertaken owing to a variety of factors that indicated that this exercise was not scientifically valid. A detailed explanation appears in the discussion.

Results {#bjs550289-sec-0013}
=======

The literature search produced 1446 records of which 1278 were excluded on review of title and abstract, and a further 162 on full‐text review. After full‐text review, six studies[6](#bjs550289-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#bjs550289-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#bjs550289-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#bjs550289-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#bjs550289-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#bjs550289-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, published between 2010 and 2018, were selected for inclusion (*Fig*. [1](#bjs550289-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). A summary of the included studies is given in *Table*  [4](#bjs550289-tbl-0004){ref-type="table"}. *Fig*. [2](#bjs550289-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} presents the QUADAS quality assessment for the included studies.

![**PRISMA diagram for the selection of studies**\
VS, vibrational spectroscopy.](BJS5-4-554-g001){#bjs550289-fig-0001}

###### 

Summary of included study characteristics and reported outcome measures

                                                                        Men   Women                                    
  ---------------------- --------------------------------------------- ----- ------- ----- ----- ------- ------ ------ ------
  Hands *et al*.^31^      433[†](#bjs550289-note-0004){ref-type="fn"}   133     64    178   58    51·27   91·5   83·0   n.s.
  Smith *et al*.^27^      433[†](#bjs550289-note-0004){ref-type="fn"}   133     64    178   58    51·27   92·8   91·5   92·4
  Tan *et al*.^28^                            370                       125     93    100   52    n.s.    79·3   82·8   81·1
  Ollesch *et al*.^29^                        652                       305    198     83   66     71      93     92     92
  Shao *et al*.^30^                           744                       245    313     50   136   53·2    n.s.   n.s.   97·1
  Backhaus *et al*.^6^                        193                        0       0     97   96     55      98     95    n.s.

Values are means.

Studies performed from the same patient population but with different results owing to different methods of data analysis. n.s., Not stated.

![Quality Assessment of Diagnostic Accuracy Studies (QUADAS) analysis of the six included studies](BJS5-4-554-g002){#bjs550289-fig-0002}

Five studies[6](#bjs550289-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#bjs550289-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#bjs550289-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#bjs550289-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#bjs550289-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} reported sensitivity and specificity of spectroscopy against a confirmed histopathological result, whereas the other study[30](#bjs550289-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} provided only overall diagnostic accuracy. Three studies[6](#bjs550289-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#bjs550289-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#bjs550289-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} used IR spectroscopy of human serum, one study[29](#bjs550289-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} used IR spectroscopy of human serum and plasma, and two[28](#bjs550289-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#bjs550289-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} used Raman spectroscopy of human serum. The total number of participants was 2392, with 1316 cancer (311 brain, 225 oral, 388 bladder, 196 liver, 99 oesophageal and 97 breast), and 1076 non‐cancer participants. Patient location was stated as China in two papers[28](#bjs550289-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#bjs550289-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, as Germany in one[6](#bjs550289-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, and as the UK in two[27](#bjs550289-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#bjs550289-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}. The total population comprised 1476 men and 916 women. Mean age was 57·6 years. Breakdown of subgroups by age and sex within the studies was generally not available.

All studies examining by IR spectroscopy were conducted in the mid‐IR range. Raman spectra were also all collected in the mid‐IR range. All studies were performed on dried blood samples. There was variance between the studies regarding fasting status at sampling, with one study[30](#bjs550289-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} reporting fasted samples, two studies[27](#bjs550289-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#bjs550289-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} reporting unfasted samples, and the other three studies[6](#bjs550289-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#bjs550289-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#bjs550289-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} not reporting on the fasting status of participants. Volume of analysed blood was reported in two studies[27](#bjs550289-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#bjs550289-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} (1 μl), but not reported in the others, and sampled volume to the blood collection tube was also reported by only two studies: Tan *et al*.^28^ (5 ml) and Shao *et al*.^30^ (3 ml). Storage temperature for samples was also varied, with four studies[27](#bjs550289-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#bjs550289-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#bjs550289-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#bjs550289-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} storing at −80^ο^C and two[6](#bjs550289-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#bjs550289-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} reporting storage at only −20°C. Methods for blood fractionation were generally slightly different between the studies, but there are many accepted laboratory protocols that can fractionate blood effectively without issue.

There was wide variation between the included studies with regard to data analysis techniques. Two studies[27](#bjs550289-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#bjs550289-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} performed random forest analysis, two[28](#bjs550289-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#bjs550289-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} used linear discriminant analysis, and the other analysis methods were each performed by only one study: support vector machines[31](#bjs550289-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}; partial least squares[30](#bjs550289-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}; principal component analysis[28](#bjs550289-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}; cluster analysis and artificial neural networks[6](#bjs550289-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}. Of note, no study reported the blood storage system used to collect the blood samples from participants.

Demographic details of each included study are shown in *Table*  [4](#bjs550289-tbl-0004){ref-type="table"}, and a detailed summary of each study is presented below.

Hands and colleagues[31](#bjs550289-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} presented a study using IR spectroscopy (attenuated total reflection Fourier‐transform infrared (ATR‐FTIR) with a diamond crystal plate) in the analysis of blood serum samples examining the discrimination of glioblastoma multiforme and metastatic brain cancer among UK patients. A total of 3897 spectra were collected. Serum separation was by centrifugation at 1200g for 10 min, followed by storage at −80°C before analysis. Fasting status of the participants at time of sampling was not documented, but on contacting the author it was possible to confirm that samples were not fasted. Analysis was performed on 1 μl serum. Preprocessing was with vector normalization using the Savitsky--Golay method[32](#bjs550289-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}. Analysis was through a feature‐fed support vector machine (SVM) technique; *n*‐fold (*n* = 5) cross‐validation was performed in Matlab™ (<https://www.mathworks.com/products/matlab.htm>) and with in‐house written protocols. Best results were achieved with feature‐fed SVM with 130 spectral features, reporting optimal sensitivities and specificities (defined as those that best describe the sample set based on disease grouping) respectively of 98·1 (range 82--98·1) and 97·6 (66--97·6) per cent in discrimination of cancer *versus* non‐cancer. Mean sensitivities and specificities were 91·5 and 83·0 per cent respectively. Accuracy, positive and negative predictive values, and ROC curves were not described.

Smith and co‐workers[27](#bjs550289-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} performed a study using the same participants and spectral technique as described above for Hands *et al*.^31^, evaluating discrimination of glioblastoma multiforme from healthy samples. Preprocessing was also similar, using vector normalization and the Savitsky--Golay method. A different approach to data processing and analysis was used with random forest machine‐learning mechanisms (RF‐MLM) and two‐dimensional correlation analysis performed in Matlab™ and with in‐house written protocols. With this approach, they achieved best results with RF‐MLM for normalized second derivative data, achieving a sensitivity of 92·8 (range 82·5--92·8) per cent and a specificity of 91·5 (76·6--91·5) per cent in cancer *versus* non‐cancer discrimination, and an overall accuracy of 92·4 (81·3--92·4) per cent. Positive and negative predictive values were 93·7 (91·6--93·7) and 81·2 (51·1--82·1) per cent respectively. Other descriptors of diagnostic accuracy were not described.

Tan *et al*.^28^ performed a study using surface‐enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS), evaluating serum for discrimination of oral squamous cell carcinoma, comparing against both a disease‐free control and a positive control group (with mucoepidermoid carcinoma), recruiting patients from the First Affiliated Hospital of Xiamen University, China. A total of 370 spectra were collected. Some 5 ml of whole blood was sampled from each patient. Participants were fasted at the time of sample collection. Blood component separation was by centrifugation at 3400 r.p.m. for 10 min. Samples were then stored at −20°C. Preprocessing was with vector normalization and the Savitsky--Golay method. With data processing and analysis by principal component analysis and linear discriminant analysis, performed in LabSpec™ 2.0 (HORIBA Scientific, Stanmore, UK), they achieved a sensitivity and specificity of 79·3 and 82·8 per cent respectively for discrimination of cancer against control (no ranges described). The overall accuracy was 81·1 per cent. Other descriptors of diagnostic accuracy were not given.

Ollesch and colleagues[29](#bjs550289-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} carried out a study using ATR‐FTIR spectroscopy with a diamond crystal plate, examining the discrimination of urinary bladder cancer *versus* control (urocystitis or urethral infection). There was no description of the total number of spectra collected, the site of enrolment, or patient fasting status. Plasma was collected from both EDTA and sodium citrate tubes but collection of serum was not described. Samples were stored at −80°C. Participants were divided randomly into four different balanced or unbalanced groups, which created a level of complexity within the interpretation of the study itself (these subsets were attempting to analyse the ability to discriminate between healthy control, disease control and cancer samples). Data processing and analysis was by random forest linear discriminant analysis and minimum redundancy maximum relevance feature selection. The authors achieved a sensitivity and specificity of 93 and 92 per cent respectively. Overall accuracy was 92 per cent. Other descriptors of diagnostic accuracy were not given.

Shao and co‐workers[30](#bjs550289-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} also used SERS on human serum in an examination of liver cancer *versus* a positive control (oesophageal cancer) and non‐cancer controls (other hepatic disease), with participants recruited from Beijing YouAn Hospital, China. All participants were fasted at the time of sampling 3 ml whole blood. Blood component separation was with centrifugation at 3000 r.p.m. for 10 min. Samples were stored at −80°C. Preprocessing was with baseline subtraction, smoothing and area normalization, with data processing and analysis using orthogonal partial least squares--discriminant analysis and *n*‐fold (*n* = 10) cross‐validation, as well as ROC curves for validation. Individual sensitivities and specificities were not described, but overall diagnostic accuracy for hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) reached 97·1 per cent. The AUC value was 0·998. For oesophageal cancer, overall diagnostic accuracy reached 95·3 per cent, with an AUC value of 0·977. Positive and negative predictive values were not described. Unlike other included studies, sensitivity and specificity values for different HCC tumour grades were not described. AUC values for HCC grades 0, 1, 2 and 3 were 0·996, 0·998, 0·989 and 0·992 respectively. Unfortunately, the classification system used to determine tumour grade was not stated. No further analysis based on tumour grade was included.

Backhaus *et al*.^6^ used IR spectroscopy of human serum in an examination of breast cancer. Participants were recruited from St Vencentius Krankenhaus, Karlsruhe, Germany, and a total of 579 spectra were collected. Fasting status and the volume of blood collected at the time of sampling were not described. Samples were stored at −20°C. Preprocessing was with vector normalization and the Savitsky--Golay method. Data processing and analysis was by cluster analysis and artificial neural networks, achieving a sensitivity of 98 per cent and a specificity of 95 per cent in the discrimination of cancer *versus* non‐cancer. Other descriptors of diagnostic accuracy were not given.

Discussion {#bjs550289-sec-0014}
==========

VS is a mature technology, yet its use in medical diagnostics remains in its infancy. In this review, reported diagnostic outcome measures from all included studies were high, with four of five studies reporting sensitivities at or above 90 per cent, and the other 79·3 per cent (range for all studies 79·3--98 per cent). In addition, all five studies[6](#bjs550289-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#bjs550289-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#bjs550289-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#bjs550289-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#bjs550289-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} reported high specificities of between 83·0 and 95 per cent. Where reported, other diagnostic measures (accuracy, predictive values) were also consistently high.

The levels of diagnostic test accuracy described compare favourably with current reference standards. Examples include the current blood‐based marker for prostate cancer, prostate‐specific antigen, which has a sensitivity for prostate cancer of 20·5 per cent and a specificity of 93·6 per cent[33](#bjs550289-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}. The test used in the current UK Breast Screening Programme has a sensitivity of 81--91 per cent[34](#bjs550289-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}. Breast core biopsy for histopathological examination has reported sensitivity values of 90·1--93 per cent[35](#bjs550289-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}, and is more operator‐dependent than the techniques described in this review. Oesophagogastroduodenoscopy has a sensitivity in upper gastrointestinal cancer screening of 88 per cent and a specificity of 85 per cent[36](#bjs550289-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}. The equivalent lower gastrointestinal investigation of colonoscopy has a sensitivity of 92·5 per cent[37](#bjs550289-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}, and the newly instigated bowel screening tool, the quantitative faecal immunochemical test (qFIT) has a reported sensitivity of 79 per cent[38](#bjs550289-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}. MRI of brain cancers has been shown to have a sensitivity of 72 per cent and a specificity of 65 per cent for evaluation of high‐grade glioma[39](#bjs550289-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}. Overall, the reported diagnostic measures for non‐invasive VS compare favourably with existing diagnostic modalities.

Given the high levels of diagnostic accuracy achieved with VS, it has a potential role as a minimally invasive tool for cancer investigation, although the present review has identified several limitations indicating that significant further work is required to allow progression towards clinical use.

As demonstrated by the small number of studies suitable for inclusion, the majority of the existing literature involves small studies (significantly fewer than 75 participants), using widely differing methodologies and methods for the reporting of analytical outcomes, all of which make direct comparison between studies difficult. Publication of robust larger studies is paramount to evaluate the technique further.

Reporting methods in the included studies were inconsistent and at times confusing, with multiple reported values for outcome measures described over several pages or tables. Comparison between results was difficult. Only one study[6](#bjs550289-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} provided complete data for true positive, true negative, false positive and false negative results used to determine sensitivity and specificity, and only one[30](#bjs550289-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} provided ROC curves. With regard to predictive values, again only one study[27](#bjs550289-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} reported these. Most importantly, none of the studies provided complete data for all of the key areas in analysis of diagnostic accuracy tests: true and false positivity and negativity, sensitivity, specificity, and positive and negative predictive values.

For meta‐analysis, bivariable and hierarchical summary receiver operating characteristic (HSROC) models[40](#bjs550289-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"} were considered to deal with all of this variability in the analysis[41](#bjs550289-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}, [42](#bjs550289-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}. On performing initial meta‐analysis, it was noted that the score for heterogeneity was low, with an *I* ^2^ value of 23·61 per cent, reflecting consistently high levels of sensitivity and specificity in individual studies. On review of the full texts, however, it was clear that there was considerable heterogeneity between the studies, as outlined above regarding methods, populations and statistical analyses. Quality assessment of the included papers clearly demonstrated a lack of standardization across a variety of reporting measures. As a result, it was considered that any results of a meta‐analysis would carry low confidence in terms of validity, with the potential to be misleading to the reader.

All of the included studies were of case--control design with reasonably sized patient cohorts, although it is accepted that this design is prone to bias and can produce inflated estimates of diagnostic test accuracy. The use of the term 'optimal' sensitivity in some studies suggests the possibility that authors may have been cherry‐picking the best results and introducing reporting bias. Much of the literature on VS, however, relates to small comparative or proof‐of‐concept studies with no control groups. Few studies were therefore identified as suitable for inclusion in the present review, so the pool from which conclusions have been drawn is small.

One important methodological issue merits specific attention. None of the included studies reported on variations in blood collection tubes and methods used for blood sampling. To date, no analysis of these variables has been published. It has been shown[43](#bjs550289-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} that storage at low temperatures (−80°C) and storage in plastic tubes has no effect on generated spectra, whereas variations in sample drying can have an effect.

Although promising, considerable work is required before the adoption of VS into routine clinical use can be considered. Efforts are being made to standardize VS as a diagnostic test for human disease[15](#bjs550289-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [44](#bjs550289-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}, [45](#bjs550289-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}. In addition, reporting of sensitivity, specificity and accuracy along with ROC curves in the presentation of future work would seem to be at least a minimum requirement.
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